
Noble Husband At the Door Chapter 104 

  
On the 15th of the month, students collected on the ground floor of Fred‟s brand-new 

residence. 

” What the hell is Godfrey doing, why is he making us all wait?” 

” His brand-new residence isn‟t in the same neighborhood as Ol‟ Turner, is it?” 

” Fairly possibly, why are we below otherwise?” 

Fred gnashed his teeth. Why did Godfrey have to purchase a home in his neighborhood? It 

would be extremely challenging for Fred to comment in his new home. 

If Fred stated that his home misbehaved, Fred would certainly be shooting himself on the 

foot. 

It was still unsure if Godfrey could also manage a residence there. 

 

It was true that the Sue family was rich, yet Godfrey was known as a worthless scum. Similar 

to his useless son-in-law, he was not valued and had no condition in the firm. So just how 

could he pay for to get a home there? 

” Possibly he‟s just fooling us, how could he possibly manage to get a house below?” Fred 

commented in a chilly voice. 

Drake was hugging the lady from last time. He then casually replied, “Dad, if he can acquire 

a house right here, I‟ll quickly obtain you one more one, you can‟t cope with such a lowly 

individual.” 

 

Drake‟s words made Fred amazingly pleased and he stated, “You „d better begin conserving 

money, it‟s over a million bucks a year, you can not just simply have it.” 

„ It‟s just over a million each year‟, this was claimed with filled with pride. He clearly 

recognized that the expensive number of a million-dollar yearly income was something few 

would certainly also risk to consider. 



” Drake, your father is lucky to have such a fantastic son like you, unlike the one in my family 

members, who still does not have a secure work.” 

” If my child was half as great as Drake, I might get up laughing.” 

” Ol‟ Turner, the classmates can be actually jealous of you.” 

They recognized that Fred was revealing off, they likewise knew that he had such capability. 

He was not flaunting, however was really capable. 

The various other schoolmates touted a couple of words in passing. They had youngsters in 

their own family members, if they made Drake satisfied, the children may be able to work 

with Drake in the future. 

” Drake, when will certainly you arrange a task for my boy, so he can be under your wings.” 

” Yes, yes, that brat of mine, although he does not have expert abilities, he might still do 

miscellaneous work. Just make him do it.” 

” Drake, consider my kid.” 

Drake grinned as well as stated, “I‟ll be switching company very soon. I‟ll draw some strings 

when I‟m a lot more steady in the new company.” 

” You‟re making a million a year now, and you‟re still changing companies?” 

” A million each year is nothing. I‟m mosting likely to work at Weakriver Property soon, do 

you know who lags Weakwater Property?” Drake asked. 

” Who is it?” 

” Weakriver Property, isn‟t that the company that took control of the West City project?” 

” I heard that Cloud City will proactively develop the west side of the city, it will certainly be 

a new city as well as one of the most prosperous area in the future.” 



Having actually captured everyone‟s attention, Drake felt as if he was the brightest celebrity, 

as well as said indifferently, “Weakriver Realty, is a subsidiary of the Hannigan family, you 

have actually heard of the Hannigan household, one of the most rich people in Landmass. 

There are less than five families who can be compared to the Hannigan family in the whole 

of Landmass.” 

” The Hannigans!” 

” Just how did the Hannigan family members involved develop Cloud City?” 

 


